
 

What makes BioLight Therapy Laser Systems superior to other 
LLLT devices?  

We are asked by many people this question. This is not a simple answer because we believe we are superior in 
so many ways. These include the type of laser we use, the quality of the laser we use and the therapy programs 
that we offer for our lasers. We will outline them below but if you would like details about these items, please 
refer to our educational articles on our website.  

The form of Light we utilize in our therapy systems: 

1. We only use true high quality fully collimated 635nm laser diodes and power them at less than 
5mW of power. This is the light source that was used for the tens of thousands of research studies 
performed in Russia and Europe over the past 60 years. It is the source of light used to create 
photobiomodulation. A true natural physiological dose of health care.   

2. Few companies utilize this form of energy, most have incorporated the politically correct western 
medicine allopathic forms of laser such as high power infrared and ultraviolet.  

Quality of our Equipment: (What is the difference between a $5.00 red laser pointer and our therapy laser?) 

1. The body is a very precise organism and it requires a very precise instrument to treat it. 

2. We only use the highest quality 635nm semiconductor laser diodes. 

3. We use only the highest quality collimation lenses to prevent energy pollution.  

4. This form of natural energy medicine is about delivering and managing information so utilizing 
pulsed frequency therapy is a vital part of the therapy system. The higher the range of pulse frequency 
and the greater precision of that pulse frequency dictates the level of the nervous system that we can 
address. To understand this more clearly we can compare this to discussing a subject with another 
person. Since pulse frequency is the foundation of information and communication on this planet, the 
range and precision of that pulse frequency dictates the amount of information and the intellectual 
complexity of that information. So when you are trying to communicate with or deliver precise 
instructions to someone, would you like to be limited to the grammar and intellect of a preschooler or 
have the full intellectual and language skills of a college graduate?  

5. Over 90% of the cost of any pulsed laser unit is in the electronics and engineering to turn the laser 
diodes on and off with high range and high precision. Our BioLight therapy unit has advanced 
engineering components that allow you to utilize any pulse frequency required and remain 
therapeutically precise through 12 million pulses per second. This is highly superior to our competitors 
who at the most can obtain therapeutically precise pulse frequencies through a few hundred to a couple 
of thousand pulses per second. 

We provide and sell Laser Therapy Systems, not simple Laser Tools:  

1. Most manufacturers that sell pulsed Low Level Lasers just sell the tool. You have no idea of the 
quality of the laser diodes, nor do you know the precision or therapeutic range of the pulse frequency. 
And since there are no standards for LLLT systems there is no method of knowing if your pulsed LLLT 
system even works. And the doctor has to create their own therapy procedures from a variety of third 
party instructors.  

2. We do not sell laser tools, we sell Laser Therapy Systems. Our therapy laser was designed and 
engineered to perform our therapy system and then clinically tested to insure it worked as described. 
When you purchase OUR BioLight therapy system it WILL perform the therapy programs as described 
in OUR treatment guide as instructed by OUR teachers and you will receive support by OUR support 
team until you are fully satisfied with YOUR results.  

3. We have designed comprehensive therapy programs which allow you the ease of performance. 
We have made a complex process very easy.  

4. No other laser manufacturer offers a higher level of:  

a. Quality for their product,  
b. Precision of function, 
c. A proven effective therapy procedure for almost any health issue.  


